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 , all the characters are displayed.Characters are displayed in game name and name of the alt is correct but in the alt is saved a
default name (if this setting is correct in the setting menu of the game). (Issue: #847) 9.4When a player has stopped the game,

the game gets crashed.Characters in the game get resized and are displayed with wrong characters. (Issue: #864) 9.5The players
have no sound in the title screen and a player has to quit the game. (Issue: #543) 9.6"Action Replay", when the players switch to
the next characters, the players has to select "Action Replay" again. (Issue: #853) 10.0Play dead sprite"Dead sprite" has to be set
to "No Dead Sprite" for the character to be saved properly in the save file. (Issue: #859) 10.1When selecting "True Start" on the
title screen, all the characters are displayed with the music. (Issue: #867) 10.2Some characters have been re-created because a
previous save data had set the stats or a previous save data had been saved with wrong stats. (Issue: #847, #854, #857) 10.3The
game crashes when selecting the character selection menu from the title screen. (Issue: #717) 10.4"Action Replay" can not be

installed on the game, because "Confirm on next disk" doesn't work. (Issue: #859) 10.5The characters are displayed with a
wrong sprite. (Issue: #799) 11.0The player can not re-load a save file. (Issue: #867) 11.1The player has no sound in the title
screen and a player has to quit the game. (Issue: #1078) 11.2When a player logs off, the game gets crashed. (Issue: #870)
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11.3When the game is closed, the player has to select "Resume from Resume, Game Finished" on the title screen. (Issue:
#1039) 12.0"Help About Ape Escape 3" says that the game is supported by "Game Freak". (Issue: #637) 12.1"Help About Ape
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